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Abstract
Gaze interaction in the Post-WIMP world considers gaze in
a variety of contexts beyond the desktop, including large, far-
away displays, i.e., at distances beyond the user’s immediate
reach, often in the context of exploration (locomotion) rather
than tasks involving fine motor skills. One exception is re-
search showing distortions of depth and impaired eye-hand
coordination during laparoscopic surgery. We posit that gaze
vergence should be carefully considered when focusing specif-
ically on manual interactions with stereoscopically displayed
(virtual) objects located within near- to medium-field, i.e., in-
teraction space, the distance from the user to slightly beyond
arm’s reach if the shoulder is held immobile. This area, or
perhaps rather volume, is an important one that has thus far
received little to no attention.
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Figure 1: Wheatstone-style
stereoscope allowing capture and
analysis of vergence eye movements.
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Figure 2: Modeled gaze depth vs.
disparity, showing measured
root-mean-squared (RMS) error,
depicts how gaze depth is expected to
change as a function of image
disparity (stereo), with depth limited to
the distance of the viewer from the
screen D for high negative disparities,
and depth approaching negative
infinity as disparity approaches the
eye separation a.

Introduction and Motivation
We posit that visuo-motor experiments are needed to uncover
visual function such as peripheral acuity, accommodative fo-
cus, and vergence, on spatial perception in interaction space.
Furthermore, we posit that mechanisms such as training via
calibration can be used to overcome perceptual limitations
(e.g., underestimation of distance in virtual environments) dur-
ing the execution of perceptually-guided manual tasks.

Immersive simulations are Virtual Reality (VR) applications
that provide immersive and highly engaging simulated real-
world experiences in interaction space for the purpose of train-
ing specialized cognitive and fine psychomotor skills such as
laparoscopic surgery [6]. Simulations can engage multiple sen-
sory channels with stereoscopic visual information via Head-
Mounted Displays (HMDs) or Large Screen Immersive projec-
tion Displays (LSIDs). Studies have shown that such virtual
training improves operating room performance more effectively
than traditional training methods [7].

Distance estimation in interaction space in VR is critical to
operator performance of fine motor tasks in such immersive
simulations. Therefore, a thorough understanding of visuo-
motor factors on distance estimation is crucial.

Depth Perception in Medium to Far Distance Immersive Sim-
ulations. Distance estimation can be categorized into three
distinct regions: interaction space, or the distance from 0 m to
slightly beyond arm’s reach; action space, which extends to 30
m; and vista space, which is greater than 30 m [8]. Interaction
space corresponds to operational egocentric distances that
includes near to medium field distances.

Perception researchers have studied depth estimation via a
perception-action model where users respond via verbal re-
ports or via non-verbal visually guided actions to visual stimuli
[9, 10, 11, 12]. The measurement of depth perception can

be absolute or relative. In the study of depth perception, we
are primarily concerned with absolute (or definite) distance
estimation. Absolute distance involves the metric value of a
distance determined in an absolute scale within a measure-
ment error, whereas a relative distance is only a ratio of a
pair of distances where the value of any one distance in the
pair is unknown [13]. Recent research on absolute egocentric
distance estimation in VR has focused on action space, with
distance perception measured with a number of different re-
sponses including blind-walking, imagined timed-walking, bean
bag throwing and triangulated walking. Current research in ac-
tion space has shown that humans can accurately estimate
distances up to 20 m in physical space but grossly underesti-
mate depth in VR [1, 5]. The most common techniques used
when measuring distance estimation with a HMD are blind-
walking, throwing and triangulated walking to targets in action
space. Messing and Durgin [2] show a 23% compression of
the actual distance when blind walking to targets in VR. Sahm
et al. [4] show a 30% compression of distance in the VR ver-
sus physical space for both blind walking and throwing. Finally,
Richardson and Waller [3] show a 54% compression of the
actual distance in the virtual environment with the triangulated
walking method.

Grechkin et al. [14] compared distance estimation in various
presentation conditions, or VR display metaphors, including
a real-world view with see-through HMD, virtual world with
HMD, Augmented Reality (AR) with HMD photo viewed with
Large-Screen Immersive Display (LSID) and VR viewed with
LSID. Distances have been found to be underestimated in all
VR, LSID and AR conditions. This implies that the quality of
graphics has no effect on imagined time-walking with non-
stereoscopic viewing.

Using a binocular eye tracker (see Figure 1), we have re-
cently been able to measure distances to fixated target viewed



stereoscopically [16]. Interestingly, root mean squared error
(see Figure 2) of gaze depth shows that vergence error in-
creases away from the z=0 screen plane. Mean signed error
(not shown in Figure 2) shows bias towards the zero-disparity
plane, which we believe may be linked to under-estimation er-
rors noted by pointing and reaching experiments. We have not
yet been able to compare these results to gaze depth mea-
surement in physical space, however.

Visuo-Motor Calibration in Interaction Space. Depth per-
ception experiments in physical interaction space have tested
both monocular and binocular vision under reduced-cue con-
ditions [13]. One general finding is that when viewing monoc-
ularly, actual distances are underestimated. Depending on the
number and type of cues eliminated, overestimations in the
near-field have also been documented. With feedback, how-
ever, binocular reaches become more accurate, while monoc-
ular reaches improve but remain less accurate. It seems likely
that manual activities can be accurate in all viewing condi-
tions (physical space, VR, AR, etc.) as long as some minimal
amount of perceptual information is available and feedback is
used to calibrate away initial errors.

Most people experience some sort of visuo-motor recalibra-
tion in physical space when adjusting to changing conditions.
When provided with closed-loop interaction, visuo-motor re-
calibration can occur after a brief exposure to feedback. For
example, after walking on a tread-mill with optic flow that was
either faster or slower than actual walking speed, subjects
were asked to view a target and then walk to it blindfolded.
Interestingly, those that experienced faster optic flow under-
estimated the distance to the target although they believed the
opposite to be true, while those with slower optic flow walked
past the targets and also believed the opposite to be true [15].
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Figure 3: Stimulus used to shift and
scale the real-time vergence signal.

Figure 4: Head-worn binocular eye
tracker from Dikablis.

Position Statement
Combined filtering and calibration techniques are required to
smooth, shift, and scale the vergence estimate. We have re-
ported satisfactory results with the use of a 6th order But-
terworth filter for smoothing and a general solution based on
Lagrange’s method of least squares for signal fitting. These
results aid in experimental design in both monoscopic and
stereoscopic experimental environments.

Calibration of Gaze Depth in Stereoscopic Displays. We
have recently been able to demonstrate an online approach to
effect corrections in modeled gaze depth and disparity in VR
(see Figure 3) [17]. To our knowledge, these are the first in-
roads to real-time correction of gaze vergence in stereoscopic
displays with binocular eye tracking apparatus.

Measuring Vergence Response to Visual Cues of Egocentric
Depth Perception. We suggest that investigation of vergence
response to simulated visual depth cues through real-time
gaze tracking will be of paramount importance to interaction in
the near-field, particularly as 3D displays come in to the fore.
We plan to measure which visual cues in interaction space
produce vergence response in depth that are closest to the
target distance presented in the simulated conditions. We will
use a wearable binocular eye tracker from Dikablis (Ergoneers;
see Figure 4), integrated with a Vicon motion capture sys-
tem, to capture baseline vergence measurements during basic
pointing and reaching tasks as well as haptic manipulation
tasks such as exemplified by a peg transfer task, one compo-
nent of Fundamental Laparoscopic Surgery (FLS) training.
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